Why Women Are Better Investors Than Men
The Male Tendency To Keep Shaking Things Up Can Lead To Bad Results, Says Financial Advisor
By Desert Star Staff
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many women take a staythe-course approach that
research shows can give them
an advantage over their male
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likely to want to shake things up
with their investments, and that
can be counterproductive, says
Mark Chandik, president of FDP
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of “10 Financial Strategies for the
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“Men love to tinker with
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tips or they read an article in the
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careful choices up front, and
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after 20 years she has accrued
substantially more capital than he
has, and he was the one doing all
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One study by SigFig, an
online portfolio manager, showed
that over a 12-month period
ending in early 2015, women
investors beat men by a 12
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25 percent more likely to lose
money in the market, the study
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“Many active investors brag
about their latest wins, but just
like gamblers, they don’t talk
about their losses,” Chandik
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return of a typical active investor,
and see how much money their
investments made for them after
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Several factors probably lure
men into thinking that constant
churning of the portfolio is the
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For whatever reason, the same
factors don’t entice women to a
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investors – and men in particular
– fall in love with active investing
is that they have a misguided
notion about gain and loss,
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says, from 2009 to 2015, many
people saw double-digit annual
returns and came to regard
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it to continue, but such growth
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or negative years occur, they
need to resist the temptation to
abandon a patient approach,
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investors become convinced that
the secret to good investing is
timing – buying and selling a
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“Market timers may score
big once in a while, but not
repeatedly and not over time,”
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many factors involved, too many
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You not only have to buy a stock
at the right time – just before or
after it hits bottom – but you also
have to sell it at the right time,
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timing the market has become
such a temptation is technology
has made buying and selling
quicker and easier than ever,
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can pull up an app on his iPhone
while he’s on the phone with me,
buy something and then turn
around and sell it by the end of
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liquidity is crazy and it leads to
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Chandik says working with
a skilled advisor can go a long
way toward curbing these bad
habits, but that in and of itself
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client and the advisor have clear
expectations from the start,” he
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are under the impression that it’s
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– at least no ethical one – can
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the advisor’s role includes
understanding a client’s life
goals, assessing risk factors and
putting together a blueprint that
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times of stress or down markets,
the advisor can say, ‘Just hang
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Does Your Household Need a Generator? What to Consider
WYV]PKL M\LS LMÄJPLUJ` JSLHU First, determine your wattage
power for sensitive electronics, requirements by listing the
and a quiet motor that won’t bug running watts and starting watts
fellow campers at neighboring for each device you intend to
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power at once, and add them
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generator can make your next consider are the type of fuel you
boating trip a more comfortable prefer and what your generator’s
L_WLYPLUJL 1\Z[ IL Z\YL [V primary use will be – whether
follow safety precautions -- that’s home emergencies, RV
never operate your generator in YVHK[YPWZVY[HPSNH[LWHY[PLZ
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never hurt anybody, but you cost about half or less the
can do better than that at your price of other leading brands,
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generator can assist you with take advantage of a special
[OPZ J\SPUHY` LMMVY[ >OL[OLY price offer of 15 percent off by
you’re blending up a batch of entering promo code “readers”
margaritas, or keeping the chili H[JOLJRV\[
steaming throughout the day,
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Generators can prove useful at home, or while on the road.
you’ll be glad to have a source ZVTL[PTLZWV^LYPZJYP[PJHS-VY
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peace of mind and happier trails,
:OVWWPUNMVYHNLULYH[VY! consider a backup generator
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are becoming a product more For ease of travel, consider a >OLUZOVWWPUNMVYHNLULYH[VY MVY`V\YMHTPS`HUKOV\ZLOVSK
>P[O PUJYLHZPUNS` ]VSH[PSL JVUZ\TLYZJOVVZL[VW\YJOHZL lightweight inverter generator make an informed consumer StatePoint
weather patterns and a growing Here, Jason Sutton, vice KLZPNULKMVYTVIPSP[`0U]LY[LYZ KLJPZPVU^P[OHSP[[SLNYV\UK^VYR
reliance on technology, more president of Sales & Service
people are becoming familiar H[-094(57V^LY,X\PWTLU[
^P[O [OL ILULÄ[Z VM OH]PUN H VMMLYZ[PWZMVYÄUKPUNHZ\P[HISL
IHJR\W NLULYH[VY H[ OVTL back-up generator for your
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But beyond the importance of household, and advice on
&RDFKHOOD9DOOH\ZKLFKPHDQVZHDUHRIILFLDOO\DXWKRUL]HGWRUXQOHJDO
immediate back-up power in the NL[[PUN[OLILZ[\ZLV\[VMP[
QRWLFHV(DFKZHHNGR]HQVRIFRXUWVODZRIILFHVDQGLQGLYLGXDOVVDYH
event of an outage, a generator
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PRQH\E\UXQQLQJWKHLUOHJDOQRWLFHVLQ7KH7KH'HVHUW6WDU:HHNO\
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your life -- at home and when SL]LS,]LUPM`V\»YLYV\NOPUNP[
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you’ll be happy to be able to
Given the lower prices of charge the gadgets and keep the
Email: legals@desertstarweekly.com
today’s models, generators T\ZPJNVPUNH[`V\YJHTWZP[L
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